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Abstract
Public land grabbing, concomitant with hinterland colonization and agrarian reform programs, translocated millions of rural migrants into remote regions of Brazil, most recently to the Amazonian forest domain. Despite state-of-the-art command-and-control and remote sensing monitoring systems in Brazil, effective law enforcement in a country of ~8.5 million km2 remains a huge challenge, and particularly difficult in times of lenient central-government environmental policies. Cropland and pasture expansion is the most important factor in land use change in Brazil, and the leading driver of primary habitat conversion worldwide. This essay discusses the most likely business-as-usual agricultural frontiers in Northern and Central Brazil to make room for new farmland: the MaToPiBa region in the transitional Cerrado-Caatinga biogeographic zone; the northernmost Cerrado areas of Amapá; and the opening-up of Indigenous Lands to industrial scale agriculture. We discuss the origins, recent developments and implications to conservation of these new agricultural frontiers.
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Land Rush
The global demand for agricultural commodities of up to $1.6 trillion/year (zu Ermgassen et al., 2020), implies that import countries have willingly or unwillingly subsumed deforestation in their supply chains (Hoang & Kanemoto, 2021), which poses as a great threat to tropical biodiversity. Species-rich ecosystems both in Amazonia and other Brazilian biomes have been relentlessly converted to fuel cropland and pastureland expansion and land grabbing (Green et al., 2019, Escobar et al., 2020, Probst et al., 2020).

Land reclamation is a quintessential issue in Brazil since colonial times, when so-called capitâncias hereditárias and sesmarias were granted by the Portuguese monarchs to loyal subjects eager to exploit the New World. Even after Brazil’s independence in 1822, the Portuguese Law of Sesmarias (public allotments, enacted in 1375) remained applicable. In the wake of abolitionism, Brazilian rulers established the Land Law of 1850, regulating all land belonging to the new Empire of Brazil, in practice establishing private properties in rural areas – plantations, pastures, homesteads and neighbouring forests – that were officially transferred to ever more farmers (Brasil, 1850). This law prohibited any deforestation or burning in public lands and determined that further real-estate acquisitions could only be made if farmers purchased land from the Crown, thereby preventing former slaves from gaining access to land ownership while slavery was gradually abolished in years to come. Rather than halting deforestation, this law ignited a historical land rush, as influential farmers pushed farther inland into previously remote hinterlands to secure larger landholdings, whereas poor squatters established subsistence smallholdings that were virtually invisible to 19th-century bureaucracy and technology (Silva, 2015).

Following the occupation of coastal areas, Brazilian geopolitics encouraged several waves of migrants to settle farther inland, strategically laying claim to and populating the interior, developing regional economies and reducing poverty. This also led to forest conversion,
followed by successive legislative amendments, in order to promote land tenure regularization throughout the countryside (the latest of which, Law 13,465/2017, increased the legal allotment size to 2,500 hectares). Sadly, public land has been an inexpensive asset throughout Brazilian history, and land grabbing, concomitant with colonization and land reform programs, translocated millions of migrants and their descendants to remote regions of the country, most recently to Amazonian forests under the public domain (Schneider & Peres, 2015).

This situation, incentivized by successive governments, led to vast expanses of unauthorized deforestation, mostly in the last few decades, boosted by the growing importance of agricultural exports to national GDP. Illegal conversion of natural vegetation was largely pardoned by the significantly revised Forest Law (Law 12,651, Brasil, 2012). Now that the country desperately struggles to recover from an economic downfall, coupled with both severe political and epidemiological crises, a pro-development geopolitical agenda will likely further brush aside any environmental concerns. Brazilian agricultural production benefits from enhanced productivity and mainstreaming technological advances, but too many farmers still rely on outdated methods, resulting in low agricultural productivity. Nonetheless, further forest conversion continues unabated, and rather than restoring millions of hectares of previously degraded pastures to increase carrying capacity (Strassburg et al., 2014), mechanized croplands have expanded at the expense of primary habitats more than threefold since 1985. Under these circumstances, what are to become the most important deforestation frontiers in Brazil in the 2020s?

Frontier Expansion in Northern and Central Brazil

Land grabbing throughout the Amazon has been the most important driver of deforestation, regardless of any law-and-order enforcement by environmental agencies (Brito et al., 2019). The small risk of conviction simply pales in comparison with tempting financial incentives such as land-tenure regularization, rural credit, short-term profits, and amenities for illegal deforestation (Azevedo-Ramos et al., 2020; Freitas et al., 2018; Trancoso, 2021). A perverse policy novelty now comes from squatters using an official online system of the Brazilian Forest Service (SFB) to legally lay claim to land inside existing protected areas.

The Forest Law of 2012 established the Environmental Rural Registry (Cadastro Ambiental Rural, CAR), a mandatory national electronic public record of landholdings that identifies legal ownership, physical boundaries, agricultural land and native vegetation cover. As of 31 October 2018, over 5.4 million landholdings had been self-declared in this database (SFB, 2018), but many records are plagued with inconsistencies and only a small fraction of the records has been independently validated by local authorities. Landholdings overlapping Indigenous Lands and nature reserves (in Brazil, Conservation Units) were soon identified, and those records have been invalidated. Although entirely illegal, those served as a political argument when the National Congress voted to downsize protected areas in the Amazon (Provisional Measure 756/2016; although the bill was passed, it was later vetoed by the then sitting President). This strategy confirmed warnings that, although the CAR does not officially validate a landholding title deed, it would be used by land squatters to claim land regularization, even within protected areas and indigenous territories (Moreira, 2016). Unsurprisingly, 16 out of 27 DDD (reserve degazettement, downsizing or downgrading) bills affecting federal protected areas in Brazil were motivated by land claims, four of which were enacted (Marques & Peres, 2015).

The Amazon biome comprises 49.2% of Brazil’s ~8.5 million km² territory and on average experienced 6,494 km² of forest loss each year during a whole decade (2009–2018), but this suddenly leaped to 10,129 km² in 2019 and 11,088 km² in 2020 (Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais [INPE], 2021). The Cerrado wooded savannas of Central Brazil (23.9% of the national territory), on the other hand, on average faced clear-cuts of 15,017 km² each year since 2001, according to official data from remote sensing time series (INPE, 2021; Figure 1). Hence, the two largest terrestrial biomes in Brazil have lost 5.6% and 14.4% of their respective original vegetation cover in the 21st century alone.

Even though Brazilian legislation protects all types of native vegetation, we believe there is a strong cultural bias to protect forests, rather than shrublands or grasslands, and landowners tend to see all open vegetation types as legitimate “low-hanging” areas for agricultural conversion. Even within the Cerrado biome, mandatory set-asides (legal reserves) are predominantly established in forested areas of private properties, leaving most of the burden of land use change to savannas and prairies (Bonanomi et al., 2019). Two Cerrado regions have become promising agricultural frontiers raising serious environmental concerns. Next, we briefly outline the key regions earmarked for imminent deforestation trends (Figure 2).

Cerrado Clearcuts in MaToPiBa and Amapá

A 730,700-km² region encompassing 337 municipal counties within the four major states of Maranhão,
Tocantins, Piauí and Bahia (therefore nicknamed MaToPiBa) is widely extolled as an emergent agricultural frontier, following rapid transformation from small scale, low productivity farming to intensive, high-yield, irrigation-dependent modern mechanized agriculture (Miranda et al., 2014). Although this region was underdeveloped until the late 1980s, it yielded 10% of Brazil’s cropland production in 2015 (Belchior et al., 2017), and grain production is expected to increase fourfold by 2028 (Ministério da Agricultura, Pecuária e Abastecimento [MAPA], 2018).

Cropland prices for mechanized agriculture in the MaToPiBa region are around US$1,235/ha, about half the average cost of that in Mato Grosso (MAPA, 2018, 2019), now the leading agricultural state in Brazil. Cheap lands combined with a climate similar to that of the remaining Cerrado and a favourable flat topography ideal for large-scale mechanized croplands suggest that pressure upon forest remnants in this region will only increase. Current deforestation forecasts by 2050 range between 29.1 and 34.6 million hectares depending on an optimistic, business-as-usual or pessimistic scenario (Aguiar, 2016), and include semiarid areas prone to desertification (Garcia & Filho, 2018). Soy monoculture in MaToPiBa comes with environmental degradation, illegal irrigation in a water-stressed region, corruption in land titling (Procuradoria Geral da República, 2021), and limited inclusiveness for the rural poor (Lopes et al., 2021).

The state of Amapá encompasses 142,829 km², mostly north of the Equator, 8,897 km² of which consists of naturally open Cerrado vegetation. EMBRAPA, a government agronomic agency linked with the Ministry of Agriculture, has proposed agricultural expansion of over 6,050 km² of Amapá’s Cerrado vegetation (Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuária [EMBRAPA], 2016). This recommendation was welcomed by local authorities, who expressed unreserved enthusiasm for agribusiness development, following many years of frustrated expectations with forest carbon payments for environmental services, particularly considering that some three quarters of this state has been allocated to protected areas and Indigenous Lands. Although the desire to boost the state’s economy is understandable, in all likelihood the EMBRAPA study may legitimize a new cycle of transferring Cerrado land rights to private ownership and deforestation, as previously recorded (Hilaírio et al., 2017). Regardless of official zoning efforts to designate the spatial arrangements of agricultural and protected areas, land squatter already happens in the region (Procuradoria da República no Amapá, 2020), and is likely to be maximized with prospective land regularization.

From 1975 the Cerrado Development Program (Programa de Desenvolvimento dos Cerrados,
Figure 2. Simplified Land Cover Throughout Brazil, Boundaries of Indigenous Lands (Magenta Polygons), the MaToPiBa Region (Outlined in Blue) and the Cerrado Remnants of the State of Amapá (Outlined in White). The insets illustrate examples of the reality of land-use change within Indigenous Lands: Terra Indígena dos Parecis in the Cerrado domain (previously embargoed; left inset map) and the Terra Indígena Nonoai in the Atlantic Forest domain (already two-thirds deforested; right inset map).
POLOCENTRO) consisted of federal policies designed to boost the regional economy and accommodate migrants from other parts of the country (Farias & Zamberlan, 2014), which included investments in infrastructure, rural credit, and the successful establishment of research and technology centres to adapt seed varieties and agricultural systems to the region. Cerrado conversion in Matopiba and Amapá are likely to follow the same pattern of deforestation frequently witnessed in Central Brazil, where rural subsidies, transport infrastructure and modern agricultural techniques have drastically transformed land use since the 1970s. Land titling coupled with land concentration are further incentives to expand consolidated agricultural frontiers into regions where native vegetation is only partially forested, and wildfire control has been weakened by severe budget cuts and environmental policy shifts (Schmidt & Eloy, 2020).

**Indigenous Lands**

Formally sanctioned Indigenous Lands (ILs) have long been regarded as synonymous to protected areas in Brazil, often deterring legitimate mining claims and performing better than parks and biological reserves in curbing deforestation (Nepstad et al., 2006; Ricketts et al., 2010). Their legal status, however, is very specific, and indigenous peoples retain the right to exploit natural resources under traditional norms, including subsistence hunting and slash-and-burn agriculture (Statute of the Indian – Law 6001/1973).

Indigenous Lands in the Amazon are often as large as entire countries, and their inhabitants were historically semi-nomadic. To access public services, such as education and healthcare, some native Brazilians are now settling ever closer to stable villages with reliable infrastructure, thereby abandoning ancient migration patterns. In contrast, indigenous lands outside the Amazon are much smaller, have lost most of their native vegetation to other land uses, and exhibit little or no internal migration. This more sedentary settlement pattern led to the emergence of new demands. The federal environmental agency (Instituto Brasileiro do Meio Ambiente e dos Recursos Naturais Renováveis [IBAMA]) has received applications for deforestation permits within indigenous lands over the last decade, for agriculture, commercial logging and charcoal production, and there is a legal discussion in the National Congress about the extent to which modern, mechanized agriculture can be defined as subsistence use of natural resources, and how far it may escalate to the point of becoming a commercial enterprise.

There is also a vigorous legislative discussion about to what extent indigenous peoples should be permitted to align their interests with those of non-indigenous farmers, or even lease out their lands. Agribusiness encroachment within Indigenous Lands has resulted in several cases of illegal deforestation, including the TI Parecis, where 22,000 hectares were embargoed by IBAMA after genetically-modified soy monoculture was discovered (the embargo was lifted in 2019).

Land leases and agricultural partnerships between indigenous and non-indigenous farmers are currently unlawful, but these areas span 3 million hectares (Carvalho, 2019). There is an emerging divide among representatives of different ethnic groups, some of whom support a more traditional sociocultural lifestyle, whereas others propose to boost economic activity within their territories, literally including “…large-scale agriculture and large-scale beef farming” (the reader may watch a committee hearing at Câmara dos Deputados, 2021:13’40”). Illegal agricultural agreements between indigenous groups and commercial farmers are now rampant, and they may eventually be sanctioned as legal.

Indigenous territories in Brazil remain largely intact, particularly in the Amazon (Begotti & Peres, 2020). However, a joint venture between indigenous peoples and traditional farmers could unleash unprecedented pulses of deforestation in every Brazilian biome. Brazilian Indigenous Lands span over 1 million km², only 1.6% of which has been deforested (Table 1). Should Brazil witness the dawn of large-scale modern agriculture in ILs, 275,824 km² of natural vegetation, including pristine forests, will become eligible to deforestation permits (if the maximum legally permissible proportion of forest conversion is authorized). This would represent an increase in forest loss of 1,449% within ILs.

**Policies and Politics**

Forest conversion in Amazonian agricultural frontiers continues to be subsidized by (1) land tenure regularization that incentivizes land-grabbing, (2) land reform programs, (3) rural credit that is decoupled from formal land ownership, (4) downgrading of environmental legislation, (5) downsizing of protected areas, and (6) amnesty to glaring violations of illegal deforestation (Azvedo-Ramos et al., 2020; Marques & Peres, 2015; Schneider & Peres, 2015). Even in consolidated agricultural frontiers, 15% of the bovine beef and soya production and exports still result from relatively recent deforestation (Rajão et al., 2020).

The post presidential election institutional vulnerability and threats to Brazilian conservation goals are widely acknowledged in the literature (Rodrigues-Filho et al., 2015). During the 2018 elections, amid an economic recession, Brazil welcomed a pro-development agenda and a record low re-election of representatives in the National Congress (47% of deputies and 85% of
senators were newcomers). The proposal to abolish the Ministry of Environment in 2019, merging its agencies with the Ministry of Agriculture (Araújo, 2020) also signalled a newly entrenched administration prejudice, and enforcement protocols were reviewed by federal environmental agencies, largely weakening command and control measures against illegal deforestation (Brasil, 2021). The Federal Government proposed, among its legislative priorities for 2021 (Baptista, 2021), a new Indigenous Peoples Statute (Bill 119/2015), an Indigenous Lands Mining Act (Bill 191/2020), another land tenure regularization (Bill 2633/2020) and a Public Forest Concession Law amendment (Bill 5518/2020). The first two bills are likely to open a vast area within indigenous lands to economic development, while the latest two grant private use of public lands. All of these bills signal further forest conversion in every region of the country, not only in the Amazon. On top of that, 57 regulations have been enacted in the last two years to weaken existing environmental legislation (Vale et al., 2021), and a proposed comprehensive review of already established protected areas threatens those sanctuaries with downsizing and downgrading (Barbosa et al., 2021).

Recent experience on land titling decoupled with environmental enforcement has led to deforestation in Brazil (Probst et al., 2020), and a combination of business-as-usual with permissive policies will likely boost land cover change in all agricultural frontiers mentioned above. The darkest scenario seems to confront Indigenous Lands, which are often extolled for inhibiting deforestation, but represent a potential 275,824 km² of additional deforestation due to modern agriculture in the foreseeable future.

Amidst record wildfires, the Brazilian Minister of Environment was strongly criticised during a meeting of the OECD Environmental Policy Committee, leaving its accession process in virtual standby (Schneider, 2020), and several large investment funds (both national and international brokers and companies) have voiced the importance of a positive ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) agenda and the detrimental impacts of deforestation on the country’s reputation. In the post-pandemic recovery, expected to be greener than a typical business-as-usual economy, we enumerate a few simple, albeit not necessarily easy, steps to protect remnants of wild nature while Brazil seeks further economic growth:

1. Address farmer’s non-compliance by ensuring a path to legality and effective law enforcement;
2. Protect environmental agencies from political influence and budget bottlenecks;
3. Prosecute land grabbers, rather than promote new land-tenure regularization loopholes;
4. Repel bills that downsize, downgrade and degazette hard-won protected areas;
5. Repel bills that grant further amnesties to previous deforestation;
6. Enact strict regulations regarding legal deforestation within indigenous territories.

None of the steps above have been taken by the Executive branch during the first half of its current mandate, quite the opposite. How exactly the government will manage its own idiosyncrasies, negotiate bills with the National Congress, and reassure domestic and international investors in relation to environmental policies is yet to be seen, but any responsible development policies depend on reconciling incentives for both farmers and nature conservation, and effective enforcement of command-and-control measures. In order to avoid current agricultural conversion of natural ecosystems, which brings about dramatic hydroecological consequences (e.g. disrupting the water cycle, Cooper et al., 2020), it is also crucial that Brazilian agribusiness understands the sector’s dependence on free-of-charge environmental services.
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**Table 1.** Brazilian Indigenous Lands (km² per Biome; Water Bodies Excluded), Percentage of Deforested Areas and Minimum Required Legal Reserve Within Private Landholdings (Ranging From 20% to 80%) and Acreage Still Eligible for Deforestation Permits if Large Scale Agriculture Is Authorized; Figures Calculated by Overlapping IL Polygons (Fundação Nacional do Índio [FUNAI], 2020) With Land Cover in the Year 2019 (MapBiomas, 2021) (see Supplemental Material).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biome</th>
<th>Indigenous lands</th>
<th>Current deforestation</th>
<th>Legal reserve</th>
<th>Eligible deforestation area</th>
<th>% potential deforestation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>1,056,779.0</td>
<td>9,364.9</td>
<td>845,423.2</td>
<td>201,990.9</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Forest</td>
<td>7,547.1</td>
<td>3,522.7</td>
<td>1,509.4</td>
<td>2,514.9</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantanal</td>
<td>4,317.2</td>
<td>383.2</td>
<td>863.4</td>
<td>3,070.5</td>
<td>78.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerrado</td>
<td>88,406.6</td>
<td>4,395.5</td>
<td>17,681.3</td>
<td>66,329.7</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caatinga</td>
<td>4,039.3</td>
<td>1,330.6</td>
<td>807.9</td>
<td>1,900.8</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pampa</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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